INTRODUCTION
With the rapid development of social economic, intelligent transportation system (ITS) emerges.
Although ITS is developing fast, it is still far from our goal. Vehicle detection and classification in a video has become a potential area of research due to its numerous applications to video-based intelligent transportation systems. According to different purposes algorithms can be divided into target foreground detection algorithm, target tracking algorithm, target classification algorithm, etc.
Foreground detection algorithm includes frame difference method, background difference method, and optical flow method [1] . Background difference method is the most widely used one among them, and how to acquire a real-time updating background model is the core of the algorithm.
Common updated background model algorithm can be divided into the following categories:
average background mode, W4 method, vibe method, Gaussian background model, non-parametric background model [2] , [3] , etc.
In research fields of vehicle classification, due to high-dimensional feature of the algorithm, it has been interdisciplinary combinations of machine learning and data mining. As a result, many algorithms are widely studied, including unsupervised k-means algorithm, support vector machine (SVM) [4] , neural network [5] , particle swarm optimization (PSO) [6] , Naive Bayesian classification algorithm, Boosting classifier, cascade classifier, etc. Classic support vector machine was originally used to solve binary classification problems, and decompose an m-class problem into a series of two-class problems [7] , [8] . In a one-vs-all algorithm [9] , for example, a C-class problem is converted to C Binary classification problems. To improve the accuracy of the algorithm, researchers use continuous decision function instead of discrete decision function [10] . Regardless of one-vs-all algorithm or one-vs-one algorithm, both have inseparable portions. In order to solve this problem, Abe [11] - [13] proposed support vector machine (SVM) based on fuzzy decision function, Platt proposed directed acyclic graph based on decision tree [14] , Pontil and Verri [15] , Kijsirikul and Ussivakul [16] proposed self-adaptive directed acyclic graph, Cheong [17] and Fei [18] proposed binary tree algorithm. As for the performance comparison between multi-class algorithm, Hsu [19] , Kikuchi [20] , Rifkin [21] and Galar did some important work.
Since traditional background modeling method is unsuccessful in many cases such as shadow casted by vehicles in challenging scenario, this paper proposes a novel algorithm. A Bayesian fusion algorithm based on block Gaussian mixture background modeling is used to extract target and remove noise. Finally, morphological operation is used to process the target vehicles. We use 
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Literature [25] proposed the parameter updating equations, and this paper updated the mean equation as follows
Learning rate:
For no matching models, their mean and variance don't change. In this case, weight is updated as follows , ,
(1 )
Where the learning rate is generally set to 0.002 The two types of pixels are classified based on the principal of maximum posterior probability, using the following decision rules
Applying Bayesian formula to the operations of posterior probability, we can acquire
Image pixels can be viewed as a Gaussian distribution, so we can calculate the independent probability density estimation of each category. The sum probability of background and foreground pixels can be expressed Based on the posterior probability formula and Gaussian density function, if you want to detect the moving object from video images, as well as extract the target images, you need to calculate the posterior probability ratio between the foreground pixels and background pixels. Set the ratio to the threshold of foreground pixels and background pixels, so the discriminant formula is given by
where
Calculate the value of threshold T from（12）and（13） 
The prior probability of background pixels and foreground pixels can be calculated by the formula (16), then we can detect target from given images. The whole procedure of our proposed algorithm can be summarized as the following steps:
(1) Calculate the prior probability of foreground pixels 1 ( / ) p x w and background pixels 2 ( / ) p x w , respectively, according to the formula of block Gaussian kernel density formula. We can get the ratio: (4) We can decide pixels according to the value of the threshold, T>1 is the background pixel, otherwise it belongs to pixels of moving vehicle to be detected.
III. IMPROVED MULTI-CLASSIFIER BASED ON SVM
General classification and identification problems can be described as follows: obtain the known samples, and take the known samples set as the training sample set, so the category of the training sample is known. According to the training process shown in figure 2.1(a), we conduct the classifier training process, so as to get the decision representation of the classifier. Then use the trained classifier to identify the classification of samples to be tested, the process is shown in figure 1(b) . 
Find the saddle point of L(w, b, , , )
   , and parameters must satisfy 
substitute (19) into (18), we can obtain 
When adopting the discrete discriminant function, for a given sample x, calculate 
Then classify x into the class k. If many k values are equal, x is inseparable. In general, the algorithm exists inseparable portions, an example of which is shown in figure 2 .
Figure 2. Distinguish results of one-vs-one algorithm
This paper describes a nested one-vs-one algorithm for three-kind classification issues, which aims at the drawback of one-vs-one algorithm in handling inseparable regional problems. The details as follows:
(1) For a C-class classification problem, we can construct C(C-1)/2 optimal hyperplanes based on one-vs-one strategy, where the optimal hyperplanes between class i and class j is given by (20) .
This paper aims at three-class vehicle classification problem, so we need to construct three optimal hyperplanes.
(2) For a given sample x, if k obtained by formula (24) is unique, sample x is classified into class k.
Otherwise, we classify the samples into inseparable portions according to formula (24) . (3) If the number of samples in inseparable portions is not less than 3, we treat it as multi-classification problem, and use these samples to construct the hyperplane based on one-vs-one strategy.
(4) Repeat steps (2)- (3), until the inseparable portions only contain one or two class, even none. Select a fixed virtual line artificially in every frame of the input video, choose those frames as key frames, in which vehicle centroid goes across the virtual line. Then clip these key frames to make the vehicle as far as possible in the middle of the frame, so these images have the same size after clipping.
a.ii Feature extraction and dimensionality reduction
Extract the shape and texture features [26] of the clipping frames. Get 5 dimensional feature   vector   3 ( , , , , ) v S m e   which consists of the number of region pixels, the mean value, the standard deviation, the third order moment and the entropy. Then perform HOG feature [27] extraction on the frames. The frame is divided into cell of 8 x 8 pixel size, the number of usable blocks of the frame is (85/8-1)*(60/8-1)=9*6, among them, and x should be integer operations.
And use a (2 * 2 * 9) dimensional feature vectors to express each block. So the whole frame turned into a 9 * 6 * (2 * 2 * 9) = 1944 -dimensional feature vector.
Built a matrix using the frame HOG feature vector of the entire training samples, each line represents a sample. After dimensionality reduction with PCA [28] turns into 21 dimension vector, add five characteristics for shape and texture description, we get a 26 dimension feature vector, then calculate the within class scatter matrix w S and the between class scatter matrix w S by LDA algorithm [29] , finally, take the first four feature vector of the matrix Then, use the proposed nested algorithm based on one-vs-one strategy in this paper to classify vehicles.
The flow chart of video-based vehicle detection and classification algorithm is shown in figure 3 . In order to prove the validity and advantages of the improved algorithm proposed in this paper, we implement the described algorithms by using OpenCV on VS2010 platform to simulate and analyze.
In the experiment, there are two traffic video streaming in two difference scenes adopted as experimental data for the contrast test. Scene1 is the street mixed with cars and people, and Scene2 is an expressway during the peak period. Compared with different detection algorithm, the experiment adopts traffic flow algorithm based on virtual loop [30] . Table 1 illustrates the recognition rate using different algorithms. It can be seen from Table 1 that our proposed detection algorithm is unsatisfactory in Scene1. Whereas in Scene2, aiming at complicated background and bad influence factors( such as shadows and occlusion), the improved vehicle detection algorithm can extract the moving object more accurately compared with traditional algorithm, and the recognition rate of our algorithm is improved greatly.
In order to prove the improved performance of our classification algorithm, we compared with the classification performance of different vehicle features as shown in figure 6 . In order to prove the validity of our nested one-vs-one algorithm, we make comparison among our algorithm, one-vs-one algorithm, and directed acyclic graph （DAG） algorithm on different training sets and test sets. Numbers of experimental data, which are selected from vehicle image library, are respectively 500, 900, 1300, 1700, 2000, regarding 2/3 as training sets and the remain 1/3 as test sets. The experimental result is shown in figure 7 . Figure 7 . Classification accuracy of different algorithms Figure 7 illustrates that for the whole date set, the accuracy of the classification performance of our nested one-vs-one algorithm is higher than both one-vs-one algorithm and directed acyclic graph algorithm, which is also verified the feasibility and correctness of our proposed nested one-vs-one algorithm based on fuzzy SVM.
V. CONCLUSIONS
For the background model, dynamic updating of background and the target extraction problem in complex background of the process of traffic video inspection, this paper puts forward to an improved detection method of moving vehicle based on Gaussian mixture algorithm and Bayesian decision theory. However, our proposed method is still computationally highly expensive and become unsuccessful in many cases such as occlusion among the vehicles, which leads to significant restriction to the detection and identification of vehicle; furthermore, the randomness of external environmental factors increases the difficulty of identification. In practical complex scenarios or bad weather (such as rain, snow, etc.), the classification result of vehicle is not very satisfying. In addition, this article failed to consider the color and the three-dimensional characteristics of the vehicles, etc. These deficiencies reveal the development direction of future research, such as the research of robust algorithm which was more adaptability [31] , set up more 
